UNIT ELTK 07

Understanding the
principles, practices and
legislation for diagnosing
and correcting electrical
faults in electrotechnical
systems and equipment
Electricians should have the ability to recognise when something is not up to standard or is not functioning
correctly, such as when a piece of equipment is not suitable (e.g. a metal-clad switch that has been
installed in a damp environment) or a circuit is not operating correctly (e.g. a two-way lighting circuit that is
only operating from one switch).
Not all faults are easily visible; some are concealed and some may develop over a period of time. However,
regular inspection, tests and maintenance checks will limit such faults.
This unit will cover the following learning outcomes:
■■ Understand the principles, regulatory requirements and procedures for completing the safe isolation of
electrical circuits and complete electrical installations
■■ Understand how to complete the reporting and recording of electrical fault diagnosis and correction work
■■ Understand how to complete the preparatory work prior to fault diagnosis and correction work
■■ Understand the procedures and techniques for diagnosing electrical faults
■■ Understand the procedures and techniques for correcting electrical faults.
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K1. Understand the principles,
regulatory requirements and
procedures for completing the safe
isolation of electrical circuits and
complete electrical installations
Any electrical work can be dangerous. Fault diagnosis and
rectification has the potential to be most dangerous, as you will
often be trying to repair something installed in a location that is
probably now occupied by people.
Remember as well that it’s not just about your own safety. For
example, if you are asked to find a fault on a ward in a hospital,
you cannot just switch off the supply to the whole ward without
taking into account supplies to life-support machines or similar.
Equally, if a faulty ceiling-mounted lighting fitting in the busy
main corridor of a leisure centre was reported, you would need to
consider issues such as using barriers to ensure your safety from
passers-by and ensuring that temporary lighting is used to keep
the corridor safely lit. You may have to get agreement to close the
corridor. As with all aspects of health and safety, risk assessment
is crucial to the work process.
It may be that following risk assessment you will need to isolate
supplies, erect barriers or place notices and signs. One thing you
must certainly do is liaise with everyone concerned to make sure
that they fully understand the extent of work to be carried out,
whether that be investigative or corrective.
Details of how we carry out risk assessment, use work permits, use
any relevant PPE and a full explanation of safe isolation procedures
and other related issues are included in Unit ELTK 01 Health and
Safety in Book A.
Understanding the health and safety issues in the electrical industry
are vital to gaining a full understanding of the safe methods of
working and working within health and safety requirements for
tools, PPE and when in unsafe situations. ELTK 01 also covers the
dangers of working with electricity.
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K2. Understand how to complete the
reporting and recording of electrical
fault diagnosis and correction work
Experience and understanding of electrical installations takes
years to acquire and a vast amount of knowledge is gathered
during your apprenticeship. However, putting that knowledge
into practice only really occurs when you take up your
responsibilities as an electrician and when analysing faults on
electrical installations even the trained electrician will need to ask
questions to help in rectifying faults.
By now you should have come across many different types of
wiring systems, equipment, enclosures and protective devices.
Equally, you should have now used the procedures for safe
isolation and locking off procedures many times. However, when
a fault occurs, the art of finding information and asking questions
can be a daunting task.

Understanding the electrical system, installation
and equipment
These can generally be categorised as follows:
●●
●●
●●

Voltage – 230 volt single-phase or 400 volt three-phase
Installation type – domestic, industrial or commercial etc.
System type – lighting, power, fire alarm system, emergency
lighting, heating etc.

If a fault occurs on a system which is in the process of being
installed then the information and data for the system should be
readily available. However, the main problem starts when you are
asked to rectify a fault on a system that you have had no
experience or knowledge of. In this situation you will need to
access drawings and data to familiarise yourself with layout,
distribution boards etc. The type of information that you will
require when called out to a fault can be listed as:
●●
●●

●●
●●

Remember
An electrician’s knowledge and
training can be a great
advantage in recognising and
tracing faults, but the task will
be made easier and the fault
will be remedied quicker if the
information listed is available. If
this information is not readily
available, you should seek
advice or try to obtain it.

type of supply – single-phase or three-phase
nominal voltage – 230 volt or 400 volt (remember this when
using your voltage indicator)
type of earthing supply system – TT, TN-S, TN-C-S
type of protective measure – ADS (automatic disconnection of
supply)
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●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

types of protective device – HRC, MCB, RCD etc.
ratings of devices
location of incoming supply services
location of electrical services
distribution board schedules
location drawings
design and manufacturer’s data
nature of the fault.

Optimum use of personal and other people’s
experience of systems and equipment
Your own knowledge of an installation can be an asset not only in
the fault finding process, but also to your company for future
business. If your company can solve problems quickly and be
relied upon by a client when a problem occurs, it will be your
company that will be the first to be called.
The fault may not exist on the installation wiring but on auxiliary
equipment such as refrigeration and air conditioning and unless
you have specialist-trained knowledge of such equipment, it is not
safe to attempt to rectify the faults and your company may not be
insured to work on such systems. However, if the fault is on the
circuit supplying these systems, the fault may be investigated and
rectified.
You may also have to work alongside other specialists, assisting
each other in commissioning and testing such systems. On no
account should you attempt to investigate or rectify faults on their
systems without knowledge or experience and training.
Equally, you will often be asked to repair faults on wiring and
equipment that have been caused by inexperienced personnel
attempting to install or repair circuits or equipment.
When you first arrive at any installation to investigate and rectify
a fault, you should always use the personnel present to help you
to obtain any background to the fault and relevant information,
and if possible seek the specialist knowledge of the person
responsible for the electrical installation or general maintenance.
The different people that you will be dealing with to obtain
special and essential knowledge and information could include:
●●
●●
●●

the electrician who previously worked on the system
design engineer
works engineer
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●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

shift engineer
maintenance electrician
machine operator
home owner
site foreman
shop manager
school caretaker.

These persons may have access to:
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

operating manuals
wiring and connection diagrams
manufacturer’s product data/information
maintenance records
inspection and test results
installation specifications
drawings
design data
site diary.

Their experience of the installation and day-to-day knowledge is
essential as it can help you to solve, replace or repair the fault
more efficiently.

Providing relevant persons with information
Procedures vary in terms of being informed of a fault. It may be a
colleague, a supervisor or a customer who reports it and their
description may range from ‘it’s not working’ to a complex
detailed report. Remember to be courteous at all times when
dealing with people, particularly clients and customers who may
not have much technical knowledge or are uncertain when
describing faults. It is important for your reputation and future
business that you are able to put people at their ease and inspire
their confidence.
Irrespective of this, the details of the fault should at least be
written down and this information passed to the person who will
be repairing the fault, ideally on a written job card. Remember,
the more information that can be received and given about the
problem, the easier it may be to find and repair the fault.
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Customer relations
Good communication is essential throughout the entire diagnosis
and correction process. Involving the customer throughout can
assist the process and enable them to work around you.
The same is true when handing the installation back to the
customer once any faults have been rectified. Take the time to
explain what has been done and hand over all relevant paperwork
such as test results or manufacturer’s instructions if equipment
has been replaced.
Remember that the time spent developing a good relationship will
be useful in helping to find the fault and also may gain your
employer future business, if the customer feels their problem was
dealt with in a caring and efficient manner.
Progress check
1

You have been asked to attend one of your customer’s factory complexes
to repair a fault. Who are the possible personnel you may need to refer to
when checking the technical details of the installation?

2

List the usual sources of information held, that may assist you when
diagnosing faults on site.

3

What are the main considerations when completing a handover to a
customer following the rectification of faults?
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K3/K4. Understand how to complete
the preparatory work prior to fault
diagnosis and correction work and
the procedures and techniques for
diagnosing electrical faults
To be able to competently investigate, diagnose and find faults on
electrical installations and equipment is one of the most difficult
jobs for an electrician. Therefore, if the electrician is to be
successful in fault finding and diagnosis, a thorough working
knowledge of the installation or equipment involved is essential.
The person carrying out the procedure should take a reasoned
approach and apply logical steps or stages to the investigation and
subsequent remedy. The electrician should also understand the
limitations of their own knowledge and seek expert advice and
support where necessary.

Remember
The IET Wiring Regulations on
testing can be a useful guide,
but the Electricity at World
Regulations and safe use of test
equipment should be followed
during the process.

In an ideal world an electrician should not embark on any testing
or fault finding without some forward planning. However,
because of their very nature, an emergency or dangerous fault
may allow very little time for planning the remedy or repair. That
said, some faults that are visible and straightforward can be easily
repaired, and some careful planning and liaison with the client
will limit disruption.
Inspection and testing prior to energising a new installation can
be important and can save embarrassment by rectifying problems
before circuits are energised. As an example, pre-energising tests
can be extremely important when checking the function of
switching circuits, particularly two-way and intermediate
switching.
Each electrician should therefore fully understand inspection and
testing in order to find faults competently – in particular the
correct use of test instruments, the choice of instrument for
testing and knowledge of each instrument’s range and limitations.

Logical stages of diagnosis and
rectification
Some faults can be rectified very easily, especially when the
electrician has a working knowledge of the installation. But there
are many occasions when you may be called out to a repair where
there is no information available. It is on these occasions that
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Remember
Information is a necessity and
no fault finding should
commence without the relevant
information and background to
the fault being made available
to the person carrying out the
work. Some faults are
recognisable by simply analysing
test results and can be remedied
simply.

your training and knowledge of wiring systems have to be used.
This knowledge may not always be enough and a sequential and
logical approach to rectifying a fault and gathering information is
needed.
One popular approach is called the ‘half-split technique’, which
simply means if you are told that there is a fault on a circuit, then
split the circuit in to two parts (halves) and see which half has the
fault in it. You can then repeat the process inside the half that
you know has the fault in it to narrow down the area where the
fault is.
We normally say that a sensible approach to finding the fault
would be as follows.
●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

Identify the symptom: This can be done by establishing the

events that led up to the problem or fault on the installation or
equipment.
Gather information: This is achieved by talking to people and
obtaining and looking at any available information. Such
information could include manufacturer’s data, circuit
diagrams, drawings, design data, distribution board schedules
and previous test results and certification.
Analyse the evidence: Carry out a visual inspection of the
location of the fault and cross-reference with the available
information. Interpret the collected information and decide
what action or tests need to be carried out. Then determine
the remedy.
Check supply: Confirm supply status at origin and locally
using an approved voltage indicator. Confirm circuit or
equipment when fault is isolated from supply.
Check protective devices: Check status of protective devices.
If they have operated this would determine location of fault on
circuit or equipment.
Isolate and test: Confirm isolation prior to carrying out
sequence of tests.
Interpret information and test results: By interpreting the test
results, the status of protective devices and other information,
the fault may be identified and remedied/rectified.
Rectify the fault: This may be done quite simply or parts or
replacement may be needed.
Carry out functional tests: Before restoring the supply, the
circuit or equipment will need to be tested not only electrically
but also for functionality.
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●●

●●

Restore the supply: Care must be taken that the device has been

reset or repaired to correct current rating. Make sure the circuit
or equipment is switched off locally before restoring supply.
Carry out live and functional tests: Once the supply has been
restored, it may be prudent to complete live tests to make sure
the supply is stable, and also carry out any live functional tests
such as operator switches etc.

In summary, the logical sequence of events would be:
1. Identify the symptoms
2. Gather information
3. Analyse the evidence
4. Check supply
5. Check protective devices
6. Isolation and test
7. Interpret information and test results
8. Rectify the fault
9. Carry out functional tests
10. Restore the supply
11. Carry out live and functional tests.

Remember
Some information regarding the
fault will be gathered by asking
people questions relating to the
events leading up to the fault. If
the fault occurred on the
installation when the electrician
was working on it then the
information will be to hand.
More often the situation
regarding faults is when we are
called out to a breakdown and
asked to carry out repairs. In this
situation, we need the
information listed on pages
165–166.

Procedures for carrying out tests and
interpretation of test results
Some faults can be recognised at the installation stage when the
testing and inspection process is carried out. We should be able
to recognise typical test results for each non-live test and interpret
the type of fault that may exist.
BS 7671 Part 6 (612) lists non-live and live tests and as the
non-live tests are carried out on the installation wiring circuits
before they are ever energised, they will confirm the integrity of
the circuit.
The non-live tests are:
●●

●●
●●
●●

continuity of protective conductors including main and
supplementary bonding
continuity of ring final circuit conductors
insulation resistance
polarity.

Remember
Low voltage present at the
equipment may also be causing
operating problems, e.g.
reduced levels of lighting.
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Full details of the various tests plus related results, instruments
and documentation are contained in Unit ELTK 06 of this book,
on the following pages:
●●
●●
●●

Tests (pages 99–140)
Instruments (pages 140–145)
Documentation (pages 146–160).

Working life
You have been called to a property with the following reported fault: ‘All the lights
suddenly dimmed and the electric is now off.’
1. What should you do when you arrive?
2. What precautions should you take before commencing work?
3. Identify the steps necessary to identify the likely fault.

Non-live tests

Continuity of protective conductors including main
and supplementary bonding
BS 7671 Regulation 411.3.1.1 requires that installations
providing protection against electric shock using automatic
disconnection of supply (ADS) must have a circuit protective
conductor run to and terminated at each point in the wiring and
at each accessory. An exception is made for a lamp holder having
no exposed-conductive parts and suspended from such a point.
Regulation 612.2.1 then requires that every protective conductor,
including circuit protective conductors, the earthing conductor
and main and supplementary equipotential bonding conductors,
should be tested to verify that they are electrically sound and
correctly connected.
Test methods 1 (linking the circuit line to the protective conductor at
the DB) and 2 (using a long wandering lead) are alternative ways of
testing the continuity of protective conductors and should be
performed using a low resistance ohmmeter. Remember that the
resistance readings obtained include the resistance of the test
leads and therefore the resistance of the test leads should be
measured and deducted from all resistance readings obtained
unless the instrument can auto-null.
Test method 1 as well as checking the continuity of the protective
conductor, also measures (R1+ R2) which, when added to the
external impedance (Ze), enables the earth-fault loop impedance
(Zs) to be checked against the design. However, as (R1+ R2) is the
resistance of the line conductor R1 and the circuit protective
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conductor R2 the reading may be affected by parallel paths
through exposed-conductive parts and/or extraneous-conductive
parts.
Installations incorporating steel conduit, steel trunking, MI and
SWA cables will introduce parallel paths to protective conductors
and similarly, luminaires fitted in grid ceilings and suspended
from steel structures in buildings may create parallel paths.
In such situations, unless a plug and socket arrangement has been
incorporated in the lighting system by the designer, the (R1 + R2)
test will need to be carried out prior to fixing accessories and
bonding straps to the metal enclosures and finally connecting
protective conductors to luminaires. Under these circumstances,
some of the requirements may have to be visually inspected after
the test has been completed. This consideration requires tests to
be performed during the erection of an installation, in addition to
tests at the completion stage.
When testing the effectiveness of main equipotential bonding
conductors, the resistance between a service pipe/other
extraneous-conductive part and the main earthing terminal
should be about 0.05 Ω.
Similarly, supplementary bonding conductors should have a
reading of 0.05 Ω or less.

Continuity of ring final circuit conductors
This test, carried out on the circuit wiring, is designed to
highlight open circuits and interconnections within the wiring,
and a low resistance ohmmeter is used to carry out this test.
Typical readings will be 0.01 to 0.1 ohms depending on the
conductor size and length of circuit wiring.
If the circuit is wired correctly, then the readings on the
instrument will be the same at each point of test. If variable
readings are found at each point of the test, this may indicate an
open circuit or interconnections. If these types of fault exist, the
consequence can be an overload on part of the circuit wiring.

Insulation resistance
This test is designed to confirm the integrity of the insulation
resistance of all live conductors, between each other and earth.
The type of instrument is known as an insulation resistance tester
(not a megger) and typical test results would be around 50 to 100
megohms, i.e. 50 to 100 million ohms.
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distribution unit

0.125 m
Test

Figure 7.01 Test on supply side
of distribution board

Depending on the circuit, Table 61 of BS 7671 indicates
minimum values between 0.5 MΩ and 1 MΩ. These are
minimum values and, if these values exist then the circuit may
need further investigation. Generally, if a reading of less than
2 MΩ is recorded for an LV circuit then the circuit should be
investigated.
Depending on where the test takes place, variable values of
resistance may be recorded. In the case of a test on the supply
side of a distribution board (Figure 7.01), a group value reading
will indicate circuits connected in parallel (Figure 7.02), which
invariably most are.
From Figures 7.01 and 7.02, it can be seen that when testing
grouped circuit conductors, a parallel reading would indicate a
poor reading, but if each circuit were tested individually then the
actual reading is likely to be acceptable.

Polarity
0.5 m

0.5 m

The polarity test can be carried out separately using a low
resistance ohmmeter as used for continuity testing. However, as
polarity of a ring final circuit is confirmed in the ring circuit test
mentioned earlier, polarity of switches and lighting can equally be
confirmed during the test on the continuity of protective
conductors including main and supplementary bonding.

0.125 m

Typical test results will depend on the resistance of the
conductors under test but will generally be low, around 0.01 to
0.1 ohms. Values in excess of this may indicate an open circuit or
incorrect polarity.

0.5 m
0.5 m

Test

Figure 7.02 Test on circuits
connected in parallel

Live tests

Earth-fault loop impedance testing
Overcurrent protective devices must, under earth-fault
conditions, disconnect fast enough to reduce the risk of electric
shock. This can be achieved if the actual value of the earth loop
impedance does not exceed the tabulated values given in
BS 7671. The purpose of the test, therefore, is to determine the
actual value of the loop impedance (Zs) for comparison with those
values.
The test procedure requires that all main equipotential bonding is
in place. The test instrument is then connected by the use of
‘flying’ leads to the phase, neutral and earth terminals at the
remote end of the circuit under test. Press to test and record the
results.
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Once Zs and the voltage have been established at the remote
point in the circuit, you can divide the voltage by Zs to give you
the fault current to earth. Apply this calculation to the time
current characteristic graphs shown in BS 7671 and you will be
able to determine the actual disconnection time of the circuit.

RCD test
Regulation 612.13.1 states that where fault protection and/or
additional protection is to be provided by an RCD, the
effectiveness of any test facility incorporated in the device shall be
verified.
Such a test would use an appropriate RCD test instrument and
the test should confirm the operation of the device independently
of the device’s integral test button. Residual current circuit
breakers or devices are rated in milliamperes and the test should
show that the device operates within the milliampere ratings of
the device and within the time constraints. Typically if the rated
current of the device was 30 mA then the instrument should
prove operation at this value within 200 milliseconds.

Functional testing
Regulation 612.13.2 states that assemblies such as switchgear and
control gear assemblies, drives, controls and interlocks shall be
subjected to a functional test, to show that they are properly
mounted, adjusted and installed in accordance with relevant
requirements of BS 7671.
Typical functional tests should be applied to:
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

lighting controllers, switches etc.
motors, fixings, drives, pulleys etc.
motor controllers
controls and interlocks
main switches
isolators.

Selecting test instruments and confirming
their operation
As mentioned above, the uses, functions and calibration of test
instruments was covered in Unit ELTK 06, pages 140–145. This
section will give a quick reminder of the key points.
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Voltage indicating devices
Instruments used solely for detecting a voltage fall into two
categories:
●●

●●

Detectors that rely on an illuminated lamp (test lamp)
or a meter scale (test meter) – test lamps are fitted with a
15 watt lamp and should not give rise to danger if the lamp is
broken. A guard should also protect it.
Detectors that use two or more independent indicating
systems (one of which may be audible) and limit energy
input to the detector by the circuitry used – an example is
a two-pole voltage detector, i.e. a detector unit with an integral
test probe, an interconnecting lead and a second test probe.

Figure 7.03 Voltage indicator device

Both these detectors are designed and constructed to limit the
current and energy that can flow into the detector. This limitation
is usually provided by a combination of the circuit design, using
the concept of protective impedance, and current-limiting
resistors built into the test probes.
The detectors are also provided with in-built test features to
check their functioning before and after use. The interconnecting
lead and second test probes are not detachable components.
These types of detector do not require additional current-limiting
resistors or fuses to be fitted, provided that they are made to an
acceptable standard and the contact electrodes are shrouded.

Safety tip
Care must be taken when using
the external earth probe on this
tester because the probe tip is
at mains potential.

Test lamps and voltage indicators are recommended to be clearly
marked with the maximum voltage which may be tested by the
device and any short time rating for the device if applicable. This
rating is the recommended maximum current that should pass
through the device for a few seconds. This is because these
devices are generally not designed to be connected for more than
a few seconds.
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The limitation and range of instruments
The correct choice of instrument for each particular test should now
be known, but if you are still unsure refer to Table 7.01.
Test

Instrument

Range

Continuity of protective conductors

Low resistance ohmmeter

0.005 to 2 ohms or less

Continuity of ring final circuit
conductors

Low resistance ohmmeter

0.05 to 0.8 ohms

Insulation resistance

High reading ohmmeter

1 MΩ to greater than 200 MΩ

Polarity

Ohmmeter
Bell/Buzzer

Low resistance
None

Table 7.01 Limitation and range of test instruments

Some instruments can provide more than one facility and many
manufacturers provide such instruments. Inspectors and testers
should know the range of operation of their instruments in order
to be conversant with their operation and understand the
instructions for using the instrument.
When carrying out test procedures, and before any instrument is
used, some simple checks should be carried out to ensure that the
instrument is operating within its range and calibration. A
suitable checklist for use prior to testing is given in Figure 7.04.
✔✔ Check the instrument and leads for damage or defects.
✔✔ Zero the instrument.
✔✔ Check the battery level.
✔✔ Select the correct scale for testing. If in doubt, ask or select the highest
range available.
✔✔ Check the calibration date and record the serial number.
✔✔ Check leads for open and closed circuit prior to test.
✔✔ Record test results.
✔✔ After test, leave selector switches in off position. Some analogue
instruments turn off automatically to save battery life.
✔✔ Always store instruments in their cases in secure, dry locations when
not in use.

Figure 7.04 Checklist for testing
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Common categories of electrical faults
In this section you will recognise different types of faults and
understand that the consequences of the fault depend on its
location within the installation or in a specific circuit. You should
also understand the need for care when installing electrical
systems and how poor, or a lack of, maintenance could lead to
such faults. The essential points to be covered are:
●●

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

position of faults (complete loss of supply at the origin of the
installation and localised loss of supply)
operation of overload and fault current devices
transient voltages
insulation failure
plant, equipment or component failure
faults caused by abuse, misuse and negligence
prevention of faults by regular maintenance.

Position of faults
Your knowledge of fault finding and the diagnosis of faults can
never be complete because no two situations are exactly the same.
Also, as technology advances and systems are being constantly
improved, the faults that develop become more difficult to solve.
An understanding of the electrical installation and the equipment
we install becomes essential.
To diagnose faults an electrician will adopt basic techniques and
these usually solve the most common faults. However, there are
occasions when it may be impractical to rectify a fault.

Remember
Always keep the client
informed.

This could be due to costs involved in down-time, or the cost of
repair being more than the cost of replacement, in which case it
could mean the renewal of wiring and/or equipment or
components. Such situations and outcomes must be monitored,
and the client should be kept informed and be made party to the
decision to repair or replace.
Almost all faults should never exist. A fault can be compared to
an accident and careful planning and thought can prevent many
accidents. It is therefore part of a designer’s job to build fault
protection and damage limitation into the design of the electrical
installation, such as:
●●

Installing more than one circuit, so that when a fault occurs on
one of the circuits the fault is limited to affecting only that
circuit.
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●●

●●

Installing fuses and protective devices to disable the fault and
limit its effect.
Ensuring the ability to access, maintain and repair. Good
maintenance will limit faults, and access to the installation
allows for maintenance and repair.

It is easier to find faults on installations where there are plenty of
circuits.
Regulation 314.1 of BS 7671 states the following.
Every installation shall be divided into circuits as necessary to:
1. avoid hazards and minimise inconvenience in the event of a fault
2. facilitate safe inspection, testing and maintenance (see also section 357)
3. take account of hazards that may arise from the failure of a single

circuit such as a lighting circuit
4. reduce the possibility of unwanted tripping of RCDs due to excessive

protective conductor (PE) currents not due to a fault
5. mitigate the effects of electromagnetic interferences (EMI)
6. prevent the indirect energising of a circuit intended to be isolated.

We can see that compliance with this regulation
will help us to locate faults more easily, as
usually by a process of elimination (operating
each fuse individually) or simply looking at the
device to see which one has operated we can
identify a defective circuit or device.
Protective devices and simple fuses are designed
to operate when they detect large currents due to
excess temperature. In the case of a short circuit
fault, high levels of fault current can develop,
causing high temperatures and breakdown of
insulation (see Figures 7.05 and 7.06). Such
faults, if allowed to develop, can cause fires.

Figure 7.05 Meltdown of insulation due to
overcurrent

When considering the consequences of a fault, it
is important to know that the location of the
fault can limit its severity with regard to
disruption and inconvenience.
Figure 7.07 shows a typical layout of equipment
for a small industrial or commercial installation
where a three-phase supply is required and the
load is divided on the three final consumer units,
and will assist you in understanding simple
installation layouts and the consequence of a
located fault.

Figure 7.06 Meltdown of plastic connector due to
overcurrent
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A
A1
B
B1
C

C1

C2

D

C3

E
D1

F
E1

F1

Key to Figure 7.07
A

Supply company service with incoming supply cable and fuses.

A1

Supply company cables feeding KWh meter.

B

Supply company metering equipment KWh meter.

B1

Consumer’s meter tails.

C

Consumer’s main switch – typically 100 A TP&N.

C1

Sub-main circuit conductors (brown phase).

C2

Sub-main circuit conductors (black phase).

C3

Sub-main circuit conductors (grey phase).

D

Consumer unit with DP main switch and protective devices.

E

Consumer unit with DP main switch and protective devices.

F

Consumer unit with DP main switch and protective devices.

D1

Consumer’s final circuits i.e. sockets and lighting.

E1

Consumer’s final circuits i.e. sockets and lighting.

F1

Consumer’s final circuits i.e. sockets and lighting.

Figure 7.07 Typical three-phase supply for small installation
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Loss of supply

Complete loss of supply at the origin of the
installation
With reference to Figure 7.07, it can be seen that a fault at any
point from A to B1 could result in the complete loss of supply to
the rest of the installation. The equipment at these points is
mainly the property of the supply company and faults that appear
are usually the result of problems with the supply, such as an
underground cable being severed by workmen.
Faults on the installation wiring could also result in the supply
company’s protective devices operating but this is unusual and is
only a consequence of poor design, misuse of the equipment or
overloading of the supply company’s equipment.
As an example of this, if the supply company’s protective device
or fuses were rated at 100 A per phase and the designer loaded
each phase up at 200 A, this would result in a 100% overload and
the consequence of this would be the operation of the mains
protective devices and the whole installation being without power.

Localised loss of supply
Looking again at Figure 7.07, we can recognise what happens
when different parts of an installation lose their supply. If, for
example, a fault appeared on Cable C1 then the consumer unit (D)
and all the final circuits from it would be dead. However, if a fault
occurred on any one final circuit fed by that DB then only that
circuit’s protective device should have operated and only that
circuit would be dead.
If a fault occurred on any one final circuit it should not affect any
other final circuit or any other cable leading up to that consumer
unit and therefore because the system in our previous diagram is
three-phase, this should mean that a fault on any one phase should
only result in that phase being affected, again limiting the
consequence of a fault. This further highlights the reason for
Regulation 314.1 and its requirements as mentioned earlier.

Operation of overload and fault current devices
When a fault is noticed, it is often because a circuit or piece of
equipment has stopped working and this is usually because the
protective device has done its job and operated.
The rating of a protective device should be greater than, or at
least equal to, the rating of the circuit or equipment it is
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protecting, e.g. 10 × 100 watt lamps equate to a total current use
of 4.35 A. Therefore a device rated at 5 or 6 A could protect this
circuit.
A portable domestic appliance which has a label rating of 2.7 kW
equates to a total current of 11.74 A. Therefore a fuse rated at
13 A should be fitted in the plug.
Protective devices are designed to operate when an excess of
current (greater than the design current of the circuit) passes
through it. The fault current’s excess heat can cause a fuse
element to rupture or the device mechanism to trip, depending
on which type of device is installed. These currents may not
necessarily be circuit faults, but short-lived overloads specific to a
piece of equipment or outlet and BS 7671 categorises these as
overload current and overcurrent.
For conductors, the rated value is the current-carrying capacity.
Most excess currents are however due to faults, either earth faults
or short circuits, which cause excessive currents.
Whichever type of fault occurs, the designer should take account
of its effect on the installation wiring and choose a suitable device
to disconnect the fault quickly and safely. The fundamental effect
of any fault is a rise in current and therefore a rise in temperature.
High temperature destroys the properties of insulation, which in
itself could lead to a short circuit. High currents damage
equipment, and earth-fault currents present the danger of electric
shock. Some examples of each are given below.

Overload faults
Figure 7.08 Wrong type of
starter in fluorescent tube has
melted due to excess power
demand

●●

●●
●●

adaptors used in socket outlets exceeding the rated load of the
circuit
extra load being added to an existing circuit or installation
not accounting for the starting current on a motor circuit
(start-up currents on motors are transient, short-lived heavy
current, therefore overcurrent but not overload unless the
motor is on load).

Short circuit faults
●●
●●
●●

Figure 7.09 Fuse holder has
melted due to overloading

●●

insulation breakdown
severing of live circuit conductors (e.g. penetration by a nail)
inappropriate connection method
wrong termination of conductors energised before being
tested.
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Earth-faults
●●
●●
●●

insulation breakdown
incorrect polarity
poor termination of conductors.

Arcing
If someone reports that there is a faulty switch they
can hear ‘cracking’ when they operate it, they are
probably reporting arcing. In the case of the light
Figure 7.10 Poor termination of circuit
switch, arcing occurs when loose or corroded
protective conductors (cpc)
connections make an intermittent contact. This in
turn causes sparking or ‘arcing’ between the
connections. This translates into heat, which will break down the
insulation of the wire and can result in fire.
Effectively an arc happens when electric current flows through air
gaps between conductors or terminals and, depending on the
circuit or equipment involved, arcing can be extremely dangerous
and potentially fatal.
The production of arc-fault current and voltage concentrated in
one place, produces enormous energy. It can generate large
amounts of heat that can severely burn human skin and set
clothing on fire. High arc temperatures can vaporise the
conductors in an explosive change in state from solid to vapour.
Such a conductive vapour can help sustain the arc.
The duration of the arc is primarily determined by the time it
takes for any overcurrent protective devices to open the circuit.
For example, fast acting fuses may open the circuit in 8 ms or
faster while other devices may take much longer to operate and
open.
Arcing can cause metal to be blasted away from the fault location,
as well as producing a shock wave that can blow people off their
feet. This in turn can create a risk when touching other energised
conductors.

Transient voltages
A transient voltage can be defined as a variance or disturbance to
the normal voltage state, the normal voltage state being the
voltage band in which the equipment is designed to operate.
It is the installation designer’s responsibility to stipulate adequate
sizes for the circuit conductors, but this sizing procedure will only
prevent voltage drop during normal circuit conditions. Designers

Did you know?
Transient voltages are becoming
increasingly problematic with
the expanding use of IT
equipment, not only in
commerce and industry, but also
in the home.
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Did you know?
If transient voltages are thought
to exist on installations,
monitoring equipment can be
installed to record events over
periods of time. The results of
the monitoring can usually trace
the cause.

cannot prevent transient voltages as they are outside their control,
but they can compensate by including equipment that will protect
against such voltage variations and disturbances.
For example, it is now becoming common practice to install filter
systems to IT circuits. These devices provide stabilised voltage
levels and can also reduce the effect of voltage spikes by
suppressing them. If transient voltages are not recognised they
can cause damage to equipment and lead to a loss of data that
could prove costly, especially if the user was an organisation such
as a bank.
Some common causes of transient voltages are:
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

supply company faults
electronic equipment
heavy current switching (causing voltage drops)
earth-fault voltages
lightning strikes.

Insulation failure
Insulation is designed primarily to separate conductors and to
ensure their integrity throughout their life. Insulation is also used
to protect the consumer against electric shock by protecting
against direct contact and is also often used as a secondary
protection against light mechanical damage, such as in the outer
sheath of PVC/PVC twin and cpc cables. However, as previously
mentioned, the breakdown of electrical insulation can lead to
short circuit or earth-faults and when insulation of conductors
and cables fail it is usually due to one or more of the following:
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

poor installation methods
poor maintenance
excessive ambient temperatures
high fault current levels
damage by a third party.

Open circuit

Figure 7.11 Poorly connected
13 A plug top resulting in
dangerous working conditions

We can say a circuit is ‘open’ when for some reason the circuit is
incomplete and a break is preventing the flow of current. This
may be because a conductor has come out of a terminal.
However, be aware that an open circuit can be deliberate in that
we use a switch to control a light and therefore it may be a
defective component that is creating the open circuit.
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Plant, equipment and component failure
It is said that nothing lasts forever and this is certainly true of
electrical equipment. There will be some faults that you will
attend that will be the result of a breakdown simply caused by
wear and tear, although planned maintenance systems and regular
testing and inspections can extend the life of equipment. Some
common failures and their causes on installations and plant are
explained below:
●●

●●
●●
●●

●●

●●

switches not operating – damaged mechanism created by
excessive use/age
motors not running – probably due to age of brushes
lighting not working – passed useful life of lamp
fluorescent luminaire not working – new lamp or starter
needed
outside PIR not switching – ingress of insects/water causing
failure
corridor socket outlet not working – worn contacts created
by excessive use/age.

Figure 7.12 Poorly wired socket outlet

Faults caused by misuse, abuse and negligence
A common reason for faults on any electrical system or
equipment is misuse, where the system or the equipment is
simply not being used as it was designed. Every item of electrical
equipment comes with user instructions that usually cover
procedures and precautions and such instructions should be read
carefully as misuse can lead to invalidation of any guarantees.
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Remember
If you are called out to repair/
rectify a fault which you find
was caused by misuse of the
system, then the guarantee for
the installation may have been
invalidated by the fault. In this
case the client may have to pay
the repair costs.

When an electrical installation is completed, a manual is normally
handed over to the client that includes all product data and
installation schedules and test results. This data will help the
client when additions to the installation are made, inspections
and tests are carried out or to assist in maintaining the
installation.
Some faults are caused by carelessness during the installation
process and simple errors such as poor termination or stripping of
conductors can also lead to serious short circuits or overheating.
Therefore good mechanical and electrical processes should always
be carried out and every installation should be tested and
inspected prior to being energised.
Some examples of faults arising from misuse are as follows:

User misuse
●●

●●

●●
●●

using an MCB as a switch where constant use could lead to
breakdown
unplugging on-load portable appliances thus damaging socket
terminals
damp accessories, for instance, due to hosing walls in dry areas
MCBs’ nuisance-tripping caused by connecting extra load to
circuits.

Installer misuse
poor termination of conductors – overheating due to poor
electrical contact
●● loose bushes and couplings – no earth continuity – electric
shock risk!
●● wrong size conductors used – excessive
voltage drop – excess current which
could lead to an inefficient circuit and
overheating of conductors (remember
that low voltage present at the equipment
may also be causing operating problems,
e.g. reduced levels of lighting)
●● not protecting cables when drawing them
in to enclosures – causing damage to
insulation
●● overloading conduit and trunking
capacities – causing overheating and
Figure 7.13 Poor termination of conductors causing electric
insulation breakdown.
shock risk
●●
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Working life
A customer has undertaken some DIY work replacing an electric shower themselves.
They have since found that when the shower was in use, the TV flickered and the
lights were dim. On your arrival the shower is not working. You are shown the
rewireable fuse protecting the circuit and observe the element is melted in the
middle.
1. Where would you start?
2. What are the likely problems?
3. How would you explain the likely problem to the customer?

Prevention of faults by regular maintenance
A well-designed electrical installation should serve the consumer
efficiently and safely for many years, but an installation that is not
regularly inspected and tested could lead to potential faults and
areas of weakness not being discovered. Even a visual inspection
can uncover simple faults which, if left, could lead to major
problems in the future.
Large organisations in the commercial sector and industry have
realised the need for regular inspections and planned
maintenance schedules. Some major supermarkets choose to have
regular maintenance take place when the stores are closed to the
public, as they realise a store closure or part-closure to carry out
corrective electrical work could be costly in terms of lost sales.
A typical example of maintenance in shops is lamp cleaning,
changing and repairs and servicing to refrigeration and air
conditioning. Large manufacturing companies usually carry out
maintenance during planned holiday periods when the workforce
is on annual leave and machinery, equipment and the electrical
installation wiring can be accessed without loss of production.
Carrying out repairs and servicing in this way gives electricians
and engineers the opportunity to test installations, carry out
remedial work and to do general servicing on equipment and
machinery.

Specific types of fault and their
location
The type of equipment we install as electricians is normally
chosen by a designer to meet the needs of the client’s
specification. We therefore often take it for granted that the
equipment and wiring we fit is right for the job, and the designer
has not only met the needs of the client but also the environment.

Remember
It is part of the electrician’s job
to understand why items of
equipment and wiring types are
being installed and to know
they are suitable.
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The manufacturer and the types of cables and accessories that
you install must comply with BS and BS EN Standards and must
then be installed in accordance with BS 7671.
Part 5 of BS 7671 covers ‘Selection and Erection of Equipment’,
in particular:
●●
●●

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

●●
●●

type of wiring system
selection and erection of wiring systems in relation to external
influences
current-carrying capacity of cables
cross-sectional area of conductors of cables
voltage drop in consumers’ installations
electrical connections
selection and erection of wiring systems to minimise the spread
of fire
proximity of wiring systems to other services
selection and erection in relation to maintainability, including
cleaning.

The items listed in this area of the Regulations should have been
accounted for in the initial design, but it is the responsibility of
the installer to enforce them. This is achieved by adopting good
practice when installing, and understanding the consequences
(faults) that would occur if such good practice and Part 5 of
BS 7671 were ignored.

Cable interconnections
Cable interconnections are used on many occasions in electrical
installations. Their use is generally seen to be the result of poor
planning, and good design would limit their use. That said, they
are normally used in one or more of the following ways:
●●
●●
●●

●●

●●

lighting circuit joint boxes
power circuits, ring final socket outlet wiring and spurs etc.
street lighting and underground cables where long runs are
needed
general alterations and extensions to circuits when remedial
work is being done
rectification of faults or damage to wiring.

Where they must be used, they should be mechanically and
electrically suitable. They must also be accessible for inspection
as laid down by Regulation 526.3, which states that ‘every
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connection and joint shall be accessible for inspection, testing and
maintenance’.
There is an exception to Regulation 526.3 when any of the
following is used:
●●
●●
●●

●●

●●

a joint designed to be buried underground
a compound-filled or encapsulated joint
a connection between a cold tail and heating element as in
ceiling heating, floor heating or a trace heating system
a joint made by welding, soldering, brazing or appropriate
compression tool
a joint forming part of the equipment complying with the
appropriate product standard.

The joints in non-flexible cables shall be made by soldering,
brazing, welding, mechanical clamps or of a compression type.
The devices used should relate to the size of the cable and be
insulated to the voltage of the system used. Any connectors used
must be to the appropriate British Standard and the temperature
of the environment must be considered when choosing the
connector.
Where cables having insulation of dissimilar characteristics are to
be jointed, for example XLPE thermosetting to general purpose
PVC, the insulation of the joint must meet the highest
temperature of the two cable insulating materials. The most
common types of terminating devices you will come across are:
●●
●●
●●

●●
●●
●●

plastic connectors and porcelain connectors
soldered joints
screwits (older installations only as these have largely fallen
into disuse)
un-insulated connectors
compression joints
junction boxes.

Figure 7.14 Screwit

Cable interconnections are usually seen as the
first point to investigate in the event of a fault.
This is because they are seen as the weak link
in the wiring system and because they are
usually readily accessible.

Figure 7.15 RB4 Junction box
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Remember
Follow the safe isolation
procedures before removing any
cover or lid from any
termination point.

The mechanical and electrical connection when joining two
conductors relies on good practice by the installer to ensure that
the connection is made soundly. The terminating device used
should:
●●
●●
●●
●●

be the correct size for the cross-section of the cable conductor
be at least the same current rating as the circuit conductor
have the same temperature rating as the circuit conductor
be suitable for the environment.

The most common fault would probably be due to a poor/loose
connection, which would produce a high resistance joint and
excessive heat that could lead to insulation breakdown or
eventually fire.
When a fault occurs at a cable interconnection it may not
necessarily be due to the production of heat, but instead to a lack
of support causing strain on the conductors, which may lead to
the same outcome as above.

Cable terminations, seals and glands

Terminations
The rules for cable interconnections also apply to the termination
of cables, i.e. good mechanical and electrical connections and the
same consequences will occur if they are not adhered to.
Therefore please note the following:
●●
●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

Care must be taken not to damage the wires.
BS 7671 522.8.5 requires that a cable should be supported to
avoid any appreciable mechanical stress on the terminations of
the conductor.
BS 7671 526 gives detailed information regarding electrical
connections.
A termination under mechanical stress is liable to disconnect,
overheat or spark.
When current is flowing in a conductor a certain amount of
heat is developed and the consequent expansion and
contraction may be sufficient to allow a conductor under
stress, particularly tension, to be pulled out of the terminal or
socket.
If the power factor (PF) improvement capacitor became
disconnected in a luminaire, the circuit current would increase.
A fault caused at a poorly connected terminal would be known
as a high resistance fault.
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●●

●●

One or more strands or wires left out of the terminal or socket
will reduce the effective cross-sectional area of the conductor
at that point. This may result in increased resistance and likely
overheating.
Poorly terminated conductors in circuits that continue to
operate correctly are commonly known as latent defects.

Types of terminals
There is a wide variety of conductor terminations. Typical
methods of securing conductors in accessories include pillar
terminals, screw heads, nuts and washers, and connectors as
respectively are shown in Figures 7.16–7.18.

Figure 7.16 Pillar terminal

Figure 7.17 Screwhead, nut and washer
terminals

Figure 7.18 Strip connectors

Seals and entries
Where a cable or conductor enters an accessory or piece of
equipment, the integrity of the conductor’s insulation and sheath,
earth protection and of the enclosure or accessory must be
maintained. Some cables and wiring systems have integrated
mechanical protection, albeit of varying effectiveness, such as:
●●
●●
●●
●●

Remember
BS 7671 now refers to
thermoplastic and thermosetting, depending on the main
properties of the material.

PVC/PVC twin and cpc
PVC/SWA/PVC
PVC covered mineral insulated copper cable (MICV)
FP200.

Figure 7.19 FP 200 cable

Figure 7.20 Twin and cpc PVC insulated and sheathed cable
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Figure 7.21 MICV cable with pot and seal

When these and similar cables are installed, their design
capabilities should not be degraded and special glands and seals
produced by the makers should be used.
Where PVC/PVC cables enter accessories, the accessory itself
should have no loss of integrity and there should be no damage to
any part of the cable.
When carrying out a visual inspection of an installation, either at
the completion of works or at a periodic inspection, the checking
of terminations of cables and conductors is an integral part of the
inspection.
BS 7671, Regulation 611.3 states the minimum items for
inspection, some of the more pertinent to this section being listed
below:
●●
●●
●●

●●

●●
●●

●●
●●

connection of conductors
identification of conductors
routing of cables in safe zones, or protection against
mechanical damage, in compliance with section 522
selection of conductors for current-carrying capacity and
voltage drop, in accordance with the design
correct connection of accessories and equipment
presence of fire barriers, suitable seals and protection against
thermal effects
methods of protection against electric shock
selection of equipment and protective measures appropriate to
external influences.

These checks are made to comply with BS 7671 Regulation
611.2, which states ‘The inspection shall be made to verify that
the installed electrical equipment is in compliance with section
511, correctly selected and erected in accordance with the
regulations and not visibly damaged or defective so as to impair
safety.’
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Accessories including switches, control
equipment, contactors, electronic and solid
state devices
Faults can appear on most items of equipment that we install.
The most common fault is due to wear of the terminal contacts as
they constantly make and break during normal operation. All
items of equipment should be to BS or BSEN and must be type
tested by the manufacturer.
Some accessories will break down due to excessive use, and
through experience the electrician can usually recognise them.

Remember
Operating mechanisms do not
normally break down and where
contact points can be serviced
and the build-up of carbon
removed, this will extend the life
of the accessory. However,
many items are not serviceable
and when a breakdown occurs
through constant use, a repair is
often not possible or
cost-effective.

Consequently, during regular inspections and maintenance of an
installation, the inspector will check 10% of accessories visually,
which will usually be those items that are constantly being used
such as:
●●
●●
●●
●●

entrance hall switches
socket outlets in kitchens for kettles
cleaner’s socket
any item which is regularly being switched on and off.

Control equipment
This is also termed switchgear and is found at the origin of the
supply after the metering equipment. It can take many forms; a
few examples are:
●● domestic installation – double-pole switch in consumer unit
●● industrial installation – single-phase double-pole switch fuse or
TPN switch fuse
● large industrial installation moulded case circuit-breakers
– polyphase.
Switchgear is categorised not only in normal current ratings for
load in amperes, but also for fault current ratings in 1000 A or
kA. If a fault occurred on the outgoing conductors from these
devices then the level of fault current would be dependent on the
location.
The basic rule for fault current level is that the nearer to the
supply that the fault occurs, then the greater the level of fault
current. This is due to there being less impedance (resistance) to
impede the current flow at that point, whereas the further away
from the origin of the supply the greater the impedance
(resistance) to impede the current flow.
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The operation of this type of control gear, either manually or
automatically, due to a fault would leave all circuits fed from such
equipment dead.

Did you know?
As contacts are regularly being
made and broken, a build-up of
carbon appears on the contact
points. On larger contactors
these can simply be cleaned
periodically using fine emery
paper to remove the residue
and make the electrical contact
point more efficient.

The manual operation of such devices is usually for maintenance
reasons and it should be noted that permission of the client by
prior arrangement would need to be obtained before commencing
such work.
Protective devices are usually an integral part of switchgear,
which will be one of the following:
●●
●●

high breaking capacity fuses HBC or HRC
moulded case circuit-breakers (MCCB).

(Specialist information and manufacturer’s instructions are
needed when replacing fuses that have operated and when
re-setting tripped circuit-breakers.)
In older type installations you may come across switchgear that is
prone to fault due to lack of maintenance. For example oil type
circuit-breakers have their contact breaker points submerged in a
special mineral-based oil. The oil, which quenches arcing, assists
in breaking high levels of load and fault currents. If the oil
viscosity and level is not regularly checked, this could lead to high
levels of fault current circulating, leading to equipment damage
and insulation breakdown or even fire.

Contactors
Contactors are commonly used in electrical installations. They
can be found in:
●●
●●
●●
●●

motor control circuits
control panels
electronic controllers
remote switching.

The basic principle of operation of a contactor is the use of the
solenoid effect, in which a magnetic coil is used in the energised or
de-energised mode and spring-loaded contacts for auxiliary circuits
are either made or broken when the coil has been energised or
de-energised. Operating coils used in motor control circuits are
energised when the start button is pressed, with the most common
fault associated with their use being coils burning out. This can be
due to age, but can be due to the wrong voltage type being used,
e.g. a 230 volt coil being used across a 400 volt supply.
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Remote switching can utilise the contactor to great effect and
convenience because the contacts of large, load switching
contactors can be used to carry large loads, i.e. distribution
boards and large lighting loads such as used in car parks,
floodlights etc. The benefit of the system is that a local 5 A switch
in an office or reception area can be operated when entering or
leaving, thus energising the coil of the contactor and allowing
heavy loads such as the building’s lighting to be carried through
the contactor’s contacts.

Electronic and solid state devices
Solid state and electronic equipment work within sensitive voltage
and current ranges in millivolts and milliamperes, and are
consequently sensitive to mains voltage and heat.
In the case of resistors on circuit boards, excessive heat produces
more resistance and eventually an open circuit when the resistor
breaks down. We can use a low resistance ohmmeter to check
resistor values.
In the case of capacitors, voltages in excess of their working
voltage will cause them to break down, which will result in a short
circuit. Such equipment obviously requires specialist knowledge,
but some basic actions by the electrician when carrying out tests
and inspections can prevent damage to this type of equipment.
When testing, such equipment should be disconnected prior to
applying tests to the circuits. The reason for this is that some test
voltages can damage these sensitive components and their
inclusion in the circuit would also give an inaccurate reading.
We have discussed transient voltages and these are a major cause
of faults on components and equipment of this type. These
voltages can arise from supply company variations or lightning
strikes, and therefore most large companies protect their
equipment from such voltages and employ specialist companies to
install lightning protection and filtering equipment.

Remember
On smaller contactors used in
electronic circuits it is not
possible to clean contact points,
and when breakdown occurs it
is normal practice to replace
rather than repair.

Protective devices
These devices operate in the event of a fault occurring on the
circuit or equipment that the device is protecting. Typical faults
include:
●●
●●
●●

short circuits between live conductors
earth-faults – between any live conductor and earth
overcurrents.
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Did you know?
When a protective device has
operated correctly and this
device was the nearest device to
the fault, discrimination is said
to occur.

The most common reason for a protective device not operating is
that the wrong type or rating of device has been used. Therefore,
when replacing or re-setting a device after a fault has occurred, it
is important to replace the device or repair it with the same type
and rating. This should only be done after the fault has been
investigated and corrected.
The consequence of switching on a device with an unrepaired
fault will be that the protective device will operate again. This
type of activity will cause damage to the circuit wiring, the
equipment and possibly the device itself.

Did you know?

Luminaires

Many fluorescent luminaires
have starter-less electronic
control gear, which is not only
quick-start with increased
efficiency, but requires less
maintenance. They have a
longer lamp life but when the
quick-start unit fails will need
replacement.

The most common fault with luminaires is expiry of the lamp,
which obviously only requires the lamp to be replaced, albeit
discharge lighting systems employ control gear which will need
replacement if they fail as they cannot be repaired.
Discharge type lighting may also have problems with the control
circuit, with common items of equipment in the luminaire control
circuit being the following.
●●

●●

●●

The capacitor used for power factor correction. If this had
broken down it would not stop the lamp operating but would
prevent the luminaire operating efficiently.
The choke or ballast used to create a high p.d. (potential
difference) needed to assist the lamp in starting. A common
item which could break down and would need replacement.
The starter, which is used to assist the discharge across the
lamp when switched on at the start. This is the usual part to
replace when a lamp fails to light and hence is usually easy to
access on the luminaire.

Flexible cables and cords
This type of conductor is used to connect many items within an
electrical installation, for example:
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

ceiling rose and pendant lamp holders
flex outlets and fused connection units
fused plugs to portable appliances
immersion heaters
flexible connections to fans and motors.

BS 7671 requires that all flexible cables and cords shall comply
with the appropriate British and Harmonised Standard. The most
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common faults that will occur with this type of conductor are
likely to arise from poor choice and suitability for the equipment
and the environment.
Common faults relating to flexible cables and cords are:
●●
●●

●●
●●

poor terminations into accessory – conductors showing etc.
wrong type installed, e.g. PVC instead of increased
temperature type
incorrect size of conductor – usually too small for load
incorrectly installed when load bearing in luminaires.

Such problems should be identified during the visual inspection
stage.

Portable appliances and equipment
As discussed, flexible cables and cords are used to connect many
items of fixed and portable equipment to the installation wiring
and most faults on cords and flexible cables usually relate to poor
choice or installation.
Nowadays portable appliances come pre-wired with a fused plug
to BS 1363. However, when supplying equipment with flexible
cables and cords it is important that the requirements of BS 7671
are followed, specifically:
●●
●●

●●

●●

the correct size conductor used for the load
the correct type is used for the environment – temperature –
moisture – corrosion
the correct termination method used to ensure good
connection and no stress
the correct type and rating of protective device is used to
protect the cable and appliance.

Instrumentation and metering
Switch room panels have integrated metering equipment. In this
part of the installation please note that large currents are being
monitored. This monitoring allows the consumer to view current
and voltage values at particular times of the day. Some panels will
have equipment which monitors and records these values,
allowing the consumer to plot peak energy times and budget for
energy costs.
As these instruments measure large currents, transformers are
used to reduce current and voltage values, and this reduces the
size of instrument needed. These transformers are known as CTs
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(current transformers) and VTs (voltage transformers). However,
great care must be taken when servicing and repairing such
equipment as large voltages can exist across the transformer
terminals.
The common remedial work on such equipment is the
replacement of faulty instruments and burnt-out transformers and
it is essential that safe isolation procedures are followed.

Special precautions that should be
taken for special situations
Remember
Many of the precautions for
working in hazardous areas and
when working alone have been
covered in Unit ELTK 01 in
Book A.

Did you know?
Some formal risk assessments
are recorded and noted in
method statements. These can
be seen in your company’s
health and safety statements.

Safety tip
The levels of light carried by
fibre optic cable can be
dangerously high so you should
never look into the end of a
fibre optic cable.

Special precautions and a risk analysis should always be carried
out before any work is commenced. It is a requirement of the
Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 that precautions should be
accounted for and that any risk is removed or persons carrying
out any work activity should be protected from harm. Risk
assessments are now commonplace and are part of our daily work
routine. In this section we shall be looking at the risks involved in
carrying out fault diagnosis and repair.

Fibre optic cabling
This type of wiring system is becoming increasingly popular in
the data and telecommunications industry, although it is unlikely
that you will terminate or fault-find on such systems. However,
your company may be asked to install such systems and you may
be asked to assist.
As its name suggests the cable is made up of high-quality minute
glass fibres, which can carry vast amounts of transmitted signals
and data using emitted signals of light. The levels of light
transmitted can reach dangerously high levels. Therefore you
should never look into the end of fibre optic cable!

Antistatic precautions
Antistatic precautions are necessary in areas that are hazardous
due to the high risk of ignition or explosion. This is usually where
flammable, ignitable liquids, gases or powders are stored or
dispensed, for instance:
●●
●●
●●

petrol filling stations
chemical works
offshore installations

●●
●●

paint stores
flour mills.
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In such situations no naked flames or
equipment which can cause a spark or
discharge of energy can be used. There would
obviously be a no smoking policy. It is
important to adhere to the safety signs and
regulations in such areas. When asked to work
in such environments you should be given
special induction and training so you are
aware of the dangers and the risks and almost
certainly all work will be carried out via work
permits and method statements.

Electrostatic discharge

Figure 7.22 Petrol filling station

Static is an electric charge, caused by an excess or
deficiency of electrons collected on a conducting or
non-conducting surface, thus creating a potential
difference measured in volts. Static charges are
caused in several ways, as described below.

Friction
When two surfaces are rubbed together electrons are
rubbed off one surface and on to the other. This
leaves one surface with a deficiency of electrons,
therefore being positively charged and the other
surface acquires and retains electrons and so is
negatively charged.

Separation

Figure 7.23 Static electricity

When self-adhesive plastic or cellulose tape is rapidly
pulled off a reel it generates a static charge by tearing electrons
from one surface to another.

Induction
Static is generated by induction when a charged item, for example
a folder of paper, is placed on a desk and on top of that is placed a
conductor, say a printed circuit board. If the paper was positively
charged, the charge from the paper is immediately induced into the
printed circuit board, making it negatively charged.
All materials can be involved in the production of static. In the
case of non-conductors (insulators such as paper, plastic and
textiles) the charge cannot redistribute itself and therefore
remains on the surface.

Did you know?
The reality is that every step,
even every shuffle on a seat,
generates static charges. Picking
up, putting down, wrapping or
unwrapping, even just handling
an object creates static. So you
can see that everyday
movements, while wearing
clothes made from man-made
fibres, will generate large
amounts of static.
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Protection from electrostatic discharge
The main effort must be to protect devices that are sensitive to
electrostatic by providing special handling areas where they can
be handled, stored, assembled, tested, packed and despatched.
In the special handling area there should be total removal of all
untreated wrappings, paper, polystyrene, plastics, non-conductive
bins, racks and trays, and soldering irons including tips should be
earthed.
Specifications, drawings and work instructions must be in
protective bags, folders or bins. Wrist straps should be worn at all
times in the static free area. These straps ‘earth’ the handler and
provide a safe path for the removal of static electricity.

Damage to electronic devices due to over voltage
When testing or inspecting faults, we must take account of
electronic equipment and their rated voltage. It is usual to isolate
or disconnect such equipment to avoid damage due to test
voltages exceeding the equipment’s rated voltage.
Such voltage levels will cause components, control equipment, or
data and telecommunication equipment to be faulty. This could
be costly not only in repairs but also to the reputation of your
company, and could result in the loss of future contracts. The
voltage of an insulation resistance tester can reach levels between
250 to 1000 V.

Avoidance of shut down of IT equipment
On no account should any circuit be isolated where computer
equipment is connected. This type of equipment is to be found in
many commercial, industrial and even domestic installations. The
loss of data is the most common occurrence when systems fail
due to faults or power supply problems.
Larger organisations will have data protection in the form of
uninterruptible power supplies (UPS systems). Whether UPS
systems are in place or not, it is still important to plan the
isolation of circuits where IT systems are connected. This will
give the client time to arrange data storage and download, which
will allow systems to be switched off and repairs to be carried out.
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Risk of high frequency on high capacitive circuits
Capacitive circuits could be circuits with capacitors connected to
them or some long runs of circuit wiring which may have a
capacitive effect. This is usual for example on long runs of
mineral-insulated cables.
When working on such circuits, no work should commence until
the capacitive effect has been discharged. In some cases it would
be practical to discharge capacitors manually by shorting out the
capacitor with an approved device.

Safety tip
On some systems where high
frequencies exist, there is a
danger of exceptionally high
voltages occurring across
terminals. On no account should
you, as a trainee, ever attempt
to tamper with capacitive
circuits and, if in doubt, seek
the assistance of your
supervisor.

Danger from storage batteries
Batteries can be found on many installations and provide an
energy source in the event of an emergency when there is a power
failure. This can be seen where battery panels provide a back-up
for the emergency lighting in a building when the power fails.
Batteries can also be found in alarm panels, IT UPS systems and
emergency stand-by generators for starting, but wherever you
have cause to work with or near batteries special care should be
observed, particularly with regard to:
●●

●●

●●
●●

●●

lead acid cells, which contain dilute sulphuric acid. This acid is
harmful to the skin and eyes, can rot clothing and is highly
corrosive. If there is any contact with the skin it should be
immediately diluted and washed with water
lead acid cells also emit hydrogen gas when charging and
discharging, which when mixed with air is highly explosive
high voltages applied to cell terminals will damage the battery
when connecting cells, shorts across the terminals will produce
arcing that could cause an explosion
cells should never be disconnected, as this can also produce
arcing that could cause an explosion.

Progress check
1

Identify the logical sequence of events that should be undertaken during
fault diagnosis and rectification.

2

What are the common symptoms to be considered with electrical faults?

3

There are a number of common faults in electrical installations attributed
to misuse by both users and installation personnel. Identify some of these.

4

The checking of termination of cables and conductors is an integral part
of an inspection. List the main areas to be covered during such an
inspection.
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K5. Understand the procedures
and techniques for correcting
electrical faults
Having located the fault it would seem simple enough for the
electrician to eliminate the cause and re-energise the circuit so
that the equipment or circuit is working again. However, in many
cases there are issues that will not allow the power to be switched
on to the circuit or equipment under scrutiny.

Factors which can affect fault
correction, repair or replacement
In many cases the final judgement about repair or replacement
cannot be made by the electrician and may need to be discussed
by third parties, e.g. the client, the manufacturer and the person
ordering the work. So in this section we will look at the factors
which will influence this decision-making process, to decide
whether the equipment or circuit is replaced or repaired and
whether the fault can be remedied instantly or at a
pre-determined future time.

Cost of replacement
When successfully finding a fault you should not repair the fault
without first considering the consequences to your company or
your client. There are points that need consideration such as:
‘What will the cost of replacement be?’
This question can only be answered by liaison and consultation
with your engineer and the customer, as an agreement must be
reached on how to proceed. It may well be that some electrical
contractors have an agreement or service contract in place where
remedial works are carried out on a day work and contracted
basis. This is where a prior contract agreement is signed and the
contractor carries out maintenance and repair work at
pre-determined rates.
However, where this is not the case the question may arise: ‘Will
the replacement cost be too expensive?’
It could be that the price quoted for replacement is high, which
may result in the customer using your company’s quotation to
compare with other companies’ prices. This may lead to
negotiations where only part of a faulty piece of equipment is
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replaced or repaired, which may reduce the outlay costs to the
customer.
It is often the case that the customer is given a choice of options;
they will compare these options and make the decision. The
options may be:
●●
●●
●●

full replacement
part replacement
full repair.

In offering such options it can be seen generally that the time
taken to carry out a repair or part replacement may in many cases
outweigh the time and cost of a full replacement.

Availability of replacement
As already noted, in many cases where a complete replacement of
equipment or machinery is needed, it is because the fault has
arisen due to the lifespan of the equipment being exceeded. In
these cases, the equipment or machinery may have been in
operation for so long that a repair may not be possible and the
item may even be obsolete. When this happens, a suitable
replacement must be found.
The most obvious decision to be made is that of finding a
replacement that closely matches the original specification of the
faulty item. But this is not always possible and the deciding factor
becomes the availability of the equipment. This is important and
will influence the decision to order. It is often the manufacturer
who has the replacement item in stock and has a fast delivery that
will be given the order to supply, as this will enable the electrician
to remedy the fault quickly.

Remember
It may be the case that the
original manufacturer is no
longer in business and therefore
the problem becomes finding a
suitable alternative
manufacturer. Most
manufacturers will have their
own design team who will help
in the process of finding a
suitable alternative piece of
equipment.

Downtime under fault conditions
It is often the case that the consequence of a fault on a circuit or
item of equipment will be to cost the client money. This can be
due to:
●●

●●

●●

lost production where manpower and machinery are not
working
lost business where products or services are not being provided
to the customer
data loss because of power failure or disruption during repair.

Sometimes the fault may not be in the electrical installation but
on the supply to the consumer’s premises. In such cases the
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rectification of the fault is out of your company’s responsibility
and control. However, in such circumstances and where the loss
of supply is prolonged, it may make good business sense, where
possible, to provide a temporary supply to the customer.
Remember
Whatever the cause of the fault,
the consequence is often loss of
revenue, either directly because
of output, or because of poor
service to the customer, this can
affect the client’s reputation and
ultimately result in a further loss
of business.

Availability of resources and staff
We have already mentioned the availability of equipment due to
choice, manufacturer and delivery time, but the availability of
staff is often the cause of any delay in rectifying faults and
carrying out repairs.
Some faults and repairs may be minor and need little resource in
terms of materials and labour. The response time for small faults
could be as low as minutes and hours, but in the case of major
industrial and commercial repairs the downtime and repair time
could be weeks or even months.
The consequences of some faults may be major contract works
such as rewiring or large equipment replacement. In such cases
careful planning and decisions must be taken by the contractor’s
management and design team when deciding to commit the
company to carrying out such works.
The following are basic considerations that any company should
make before commencing such contracts:
●●

●●

Remember
Repairs must be viable for both
client and also for the
contractor, who also cannot
afford to lose money or
reputation on installation and
repair works.

●●

●●

Availability of staff – Has the company enough people
employed to carry out and complete the work?
Competency – Does the company have staff with relevant
experience?
Cost implications – Has the company the monetary
capability for the contract?
Special plant and machinery – Has the company this type
of resource available?

Legal responsibility
The legal responsibilities surrounding the replacement or repair
of a fault must also be considered when making the decision to
repair or replace. It is usual for a contract to be entered into by
both parties as this will help in settling any future disputes. Such
a contract would itemise:
●●
●●
●●
●●

costs
time
guarantee period/warranty
omissions from contract.
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The costs should be agreed and adhered to. Most customers will
not pay more than the initial agreed costs of repair unless an
allowance was made in the contract for unforeseen work.
Unforeseen work could result from something found when
dismantling or taking out existing items, such as finding faulty or
dangerous wiring underneath an item of heavy plant that is to be
repaired.
If the initial costing accounted for repair and replacement of
parts, then it is essential that you do what you said you were
going to do. For instance, if an inspection is subsequently carried
out and it is evident that no work has taken place then you may
be liable for legal proceedings to be taken against you for a breach
of contract terms.
An accurate cost analysis should be considered when giving an
estimate or fixed price for repair work, as it is usual practice to
carry out repair work on a daily rate where the customer pays
only for the time taken and materials used in rectifying the fault.
The customer should also be given a guarantee for the work
done, both in respect of quality and also for the materials used.
When deciding whether to repair or replace, it may be necessary
to not write a guarantee in the contract when the client insists on
re-using existing items in order to reduce costs. It is often the
case that old industrial or antiquated items are prone to failure
and to avoid legal action such items should not be included in the
contract or your guarantee.

Other factors affecting the fault repair process
Careful planning can mean that most work is carried out
efficiently with little or no disruption to the client. However,
faults on installation equipment and wiring systems are certainly
not planned and trained personnel can only minimise the
disruption caused by the effects of faults.
In a factory environment, maintenance electricians are on hand to
limit the effect of a fault and can usually solve problems and
reduce the downtime of a machine or circuit to a minimum. This
is because of their day-to-day working knowledge of the electrical
services and the equipment connected to it.
When an electrician is called out to a fault they may not have the
day-to-day knowledge or experience of the maintenance staff.
However, through training, knowledge and experience the
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electrician will use contingency plans to set up procedures to
rectify the fault with the minimum of disruption.
Such contingency plans provide a common format when dealing
with fault finding at any customer’s premises. Your company will
have its own procedures and these may include:
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

signing in
wearing identification badges
locating supervisory personnel
locating data drawings etc.
liaising with the client and office before commencing any work
following safe isolation procedures.

Special requirements
We have previously looked at the safety procedures and the
actions needed for determining causes of faults. If we assume that
safety requirements and the location of faults have been met and
that the prime objective of the electrical contractor (the
electrician) is to locate the fault, rectify and re-commission, then
this will be done in liaison with the customer and with minimal
disruption. However, the following topics are worthy of note.

Access to the system during normal working hours
There is nothing more costly or embarrassing than arriving at a
customer’s premises to carry out work of any kind, only to find
the premises locked or unmanned because no prior arrangements
were made for access.
Access to the premises and the electrical installation or the
specific item of equipment may prove a problem, especially if you
are unfamiliar with the customer’s premises.
When attending a fault or breakdown we must remember the
procedures for ascertaining the information and familiarising
ourselves with the installation. Remember our logical sequence:
1. Identify the symptoms.
2. Gather information.
3. Analyse the evidence.
4. Check supply.
5. Check protective devices.
6. Isolation and test.
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7. Interpret information and test results.
8. Rectify the fault.
9. Carry out functional tests.
10. Restore the supply.
11. Carry out live and functional tests.
If we need to familiarise ourselves with the installation, then
access must be readily available not only at the fault repair
location but also at the supply intake and isolation point, and this
has to be agreed prior to commencing any contracted work,
whether it is a repair or a new installation.
Such prior agreement must take into account those personnel
who may have their normal day-to-day routine and activities
affected. It is not always possible to carry out repair work during
normal working hours and so to avoid disruption such work is
often done outside of normal working hours. It is therefore
important that arrangements for out-of-hours work are
pre-arranged for security and access.

Is there a need for building fabric restoration?

Remember

Electricians are more often asked to locate and repair faults on
existing installations. Consequently, depending on the fault and
the method of rectification needed, we may need to disturb the
fabric of the building. It is therefore vitally important to fully
discuss with the client all of the implications of the fault
diagnosis/rectification process.

The expertise of building
contractors may be needed and
any associated costs need to be
agreed before any repairs are
carried out.

As part of investigating a fault, we simply have to look inside an
item of equipment. However, if the fault has been caused by
someone putting a nail through a cable, then the repair will
involve replacing the cable and that in turn may involve having to
damage the building fabric. You should therefore explain these
aspects to the client and agree what repair work (e.g. brickwork,
plastering, decorating) will be required and which, if any, of these
can be carried out satisfactorily by yourself.
Obviously, as with any aspect of fault finding and rectification,
always leave the site in a clean and safe condition, disposing of
items such as fluorescent tubes in a safe and approved manner.

Whether the system can be isolated section
by section
After access to the installation has been agreed, the repairs should
be carried out using a logical approach.
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Remember
All electrical installation systems
should have been designed and
installed in accordance with the
IET Wiring Regulations, ensuring
that the facility for isolating
circuits and sections is inherent
in the system.

However, if the premises are still occupied and parts of the
system are still being used, then it is important that the faulty
circuit or plant to be worked on is isolated.
When only a small area or a single circuit or piece of equipment is
affected it is not good practice to switch off the mains supply and
isolate all the installation. By analysing the installation drawings
and data, an area or items can be isolated individually to limit
disruption.

Provision of emergency or stand-by supply
Remember
Any temporary supply which is
provided should be wired in
accordance with the IET Wiring
Regulations.

Often the disruption to the customer is not having an electrical
supply to an area of the installation. If the work cannot be done
outside normal working hours, a temporary supply could be
arranged. Some installations may have a stand-by service in the
form of emergency lighting or a stand-by generator, but this is
only usual in hospitals or where computers are being used and
data is stored.

Client demand for a continuous supply
Where the client does not want any interruption in supply and it
is not possible to work on the affected area during normal
working hours, arrangements should be made for a planned
maintenance or shut down in order for the repair to be carried
out safely.
Working life
A client has called your company to their offices as they are experiencing a burning
smell from the supply intake position. Following investigation you find the damage is
due to an overloaded circuit which has burnt away and damaged the fuse carrier
inside the distribution board. This will necessitate replacing the board. The IT system is
in use all day and cannot be switched off.
1. What recommendations can you make?
2. What are the alternatives?
3. What would you recommend for the IT system, should shut down be required in
future?

Progress check
1

What are the main considerations, before deciding upon repair or
replacement of faulty equipment?

2

Most companies involved with fault finding at a customer’s premises
usually have an agreed procedure for staff to follow, to ensure
consistency. What would be included in such a procedure?
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Getting ready for assessment
As part of your work as an electrician you will need to be able to recognise when an installation has not been carried
out correctly, or is not of the correct standard. In many cases, these faults will be repairable once you have
successfully diagnosed them. Repairing faults should be seen as being closely related to inspecting and testing – these
procedures will often identify the faults, which will need to be repaired.
For this unit you will need to be familiar with:
• principles, regulatory requirements and procedures for completing the safe isolation of electrical circuits and
complete electrical installations
• how to complete the reporting and recording of electrical fault diagnosis and correction work
• how to complete the preparatory work prior to fault diagnosis and correction work
• procedures and techniques for diagnosing electrical faults
• procedures and techniques for correcting electrical faults
For each learning outcome, there are several skills you will need to acquire, so you must make sure you are familiar
with the assessment criteria for each outcome. For Learning Outcome 3 you will have to be able to specify the safe
working procedures that should be adopted for the completion of fault diagnosis and correction work and state the
logical stages of each process. You will need to be able to identify and describe the common symptoms of electrical
faults and the causes of a range of different types of fault, as well as specifying their likely locations. You will also
need to be able to state the special precautions you will need to follow for a range of special locations and electronic
components.
It is important to read each question carefully and take your time. Try to complete both progress checks and multiple
choice questions, without assistance, to see how much you have understood. Refer to the relevant pages in the book
for subsequent checks. Always use correct terminology as used in BS 7671. There are some simple tips to follow
when writing answers to exam questions:
• Explain briefly – usually a sentence or two to cover the topic. The word to note is ‘briefly’ meaning do not
ramble on. Keep to the point.
• Identify – refer to reference material, showing which the correct answers are.
• List – a simple bullet list is all that is required. An example could include listing the installation tests required in
the correct order.
• Describe – a reasonably detailed explanation to cover the subject in the question.
This unit has a large number of practical skills in it, and you will need to be sure that you have carried out sufficient
practice and that you feel you are capable of passing any practical assessment. It is best to have a plan of action and
a method statement to help you work. It is also wise to check your work at regular intervals. This will help to ensure
that you are working correctly and help you to avoid any problems developing as you work. Remember, don’t rush
the job as speed will come with practice and it is important that you get the quality of workmanship right.
Good luck!
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CHECK YOUR KNOWLEDGE
1. Which of the following is it unnecessary to
familiarise an operative with before fault rectification
work commences?
a) Nominal voltage
b) Cost of repair
c) Type of earthing supply system
d) Distribution board schedules
2. Which one of the following would not be included in
a fault finding sequence?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Identifying symptoms
Checking the supply
Isolation and testing
Length of time it will take

3. Which of the following tests is carried out during
non-live testing?
a) Insulation resistance
b) RCD
c) Functional
d) Earth-fault loop impedance
4. Identify which instrument is used to carry out an
insulation resistance test?
a) Bell/Buzzer
b) High resistance ohmmeter
c) Low resistance ohmmeter
d) Earth-fault loop impedance tester
5. Which of the following would not be regarded as a
transient fault?
a) Heavy current switching
b) Earth-fault voltages
c) Lightning strikes
d) Overload

6. A mechanical and electrical connection when joining
two conductors together relies on good practice by
the installer. What should a terminating device for
use on conductors have?
a) Current rating lower than that of the conductor
b) Temperature rating lower than the conductor
c) Cross-sectional area smaller than that of the
conductor
d) Suitability for the environment and that of the
conductor
7. What would the most likely outcome at a loose
termination under load conditions be?
a) Overheating
b) Normal running
c) Cooling of the conductor
d) Protective device operating
8. Which of the following faults would an RCD protect
against?
a) Overcurrent
b) Excess heat in conductors
c) Short circuits between live conductors
d) Earth-faults between live conductors and earth
9. Which of the following would not be regarded as a
fault in a flexible cable?
a) Oversized conductor
b) Incorrect type installed
c) Incorrect size of conductor
d) Poor termination into an accessory
10.	 Antistatic precautions to avoid ignition or explosion
are usually required in which of the following
installation environments?
a) Office
b) School
c) Flour mill
d) Shopping mall
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